
Having purchased a Terraplas Turf Protection System, Stade des Alpes in Grenoble, France, was 
able to begin reaping the considerable financial rewards, first by hosting an extremely successful 

David Guetta Concert...

The fact that the Stade des Alpes has its own 
terratile® turf protection system, meant the 
stadium was able to remove the temporary ice 
rink that had been installed for the Winter Game 
and host a major televised rugby match just 48 
hours later.

There was no damage to the pitch and no need 
for repairs; giving the considerable benefit of 
additional revenue-generation thanks to the 
fact the stadium was able to accommodate 
both events in quick succession!

This stunningly located venue then hosted their first 
French outdoor hockey “Winter Game” - and set a 
new national attendance record!

No less than 19,767 spectators watched the home 
side, Grenoble Brûleurs de Loups, lose its Ligue Magnus 
game against Briançon Diables Rouges, 5-4. 

The game, which was played in the middle of the 
pitch thanks to Terraplas Plc's terratile Turf Protection 
system, was accompanied by a concert and the 
teams were welcomed onto the ice by a 100-strong 
gospel choir, as well as cheerleaders and mascots.

The game broke the old attendance record of 13,364 
for the 2011 French Cup Final at the Palais Omnisports
de Paris-Bercy, which will be used for the 2017 IIHF Ice 
Hockey World Championship. 

France will co-host the 2017 edition together with 
Cologne, Germany.

Transform your Pitch from a 
Cost Centre to a Profit Centre!

Case Study: Stade des Alpes, Grenoble, France

TIMETABLE:
Sat 14th Dec’ 2013 at 10pm: Fitting 2400m² terratile, just after football play, 14 people, 4 hours.
Mon 16th to Sun 22nd: build temporary Ice rink, followed by hockey training and play.
Sun 22nd (evening) to Tues 24th: removing ice rink.
Tues 24th from 3pm: lifting terratile, 10 people, 2½  hours.

REPORT After 10 days covered: 
The turf is green ( more than where it was not covered) & blades of grass are vertical;
Minimum area of turf compacted;
Turf is not frozen (Protected by terratile from 4-5 days with -2°C to -3°C);
Turf well protected during construction and removal of the ice rink floor;
Turf protected from the white paint added to the water used  in making the ice;
Nothing adverse to report.

INFORMATION FROM: Christian Veyret Responsable Technique, Stade Des Alpes Grenoble”



The last days of June saw NSC Olimpiyskiy – Kiev’s Olympic stadium – benefit significantly from their 
terratile® and terratrak plus® Turf Protection systems from world-leader, Terraplas plc, as the venue 

played host to two events in two days

Speaking afterwards, Victor Yaromenko, the Head of the Agronomist Department at NSC 
Olympiyskiy stadium confirmed: “I am very happy with the results of the usage of Тerraplas' [turf] 
protection cover. For the two years since reconstruction of the Stadium, we have held 5 events 
using full cover of the field and several events with partial field cover. Because of its unique design, 
the protection system not only protects the turf from mechanical damage, but also allows the grass 
to 'breathe', letting water and sunlight into it. “

An army of Ukrainian fans had waited 
3½ years to gather at the Olympic 
stadium to wonder at the outstanding 
performance of the legendary band, 
Depeche Mode. The hordes of fans 
arrived early on June 29, 2013, to 
secure the best positions and 12,000 of 
them danced relentlessly on the 
protected field throughout the 2½ hour 
concert.

The advantage of choosing the 
Terraplas pitch protection system was 
highlighted as the Stadium’s crew 
removed the concert setup that same 
evening and, at 21:00 hours the next 
day, the FC Dynamo Kyiv v FC Zenith St. 
Petersburg 2nd round match of the 
United Tournament kicked off in front of 
28,300 fans. Dynamo were the eventual 
2:1 winners, just as NSC Olimpiyskiy was 
the ultimate 2 out of 2 winner, having 
successfully hosted two major events in 
two days.

Case Study: NSC Olimpiyskiy, Kiev, Ukraine

2 wins in 2 days for NSC Olimpiyskiy!

He continued:  “This year, we 
faced a challenge to stage a 
Depeche Mode concert and 
conduct a football match the 
next day. The pitch sustained 
no damage due to the 
protective cover and following 
small treatment of the grass, no 
trace of the 12,000 people was 
noticed. Everybody was 
impressed by the condition of 
the turf after the concert.”



Other relay participants included: 
Magomed Daudov, Head of Administration of the Government of Chechen Republic & President of 
FC "Terek", 
Magomed Matsuev, General Director of “Akhmat-Arena”, 
Khaidar Alkhanov, Vice President of “Terek”, 
Rizvan Utsiev, FC Terek Team Captain, and Magomed Mitrishev, FC Terek striker. 

Also, among the torchbearers were famous athletes, Olympic champions, public figures, and 
representatives of different governmental bodies.

Olympic Torch relay enters Guinness Book of records, 
with final leg at the Akhmat Arena

Ramzan Kadyrov, Head of Chechen Republic, ran the last 
leg, taking over the torch from Russian singer Diana 
Gurtskaya. 

The Head of the Chechen Republic ran a lap of honor in 
front of packed stands of the Grozny Sports Arena and 
climbed onto the stage, where Olympic cauldron was 
erected. 

Accompanied by tumultuous applause from the 
spectators, Mr Kadyrov ignited the cauldron flame.

77 torchbearers carried the 
Olympic torch through 
Grozny, with 364 volunteers 
making sure that the event 
ran smoothly.

The Russian Olympic Torch Relay has taken its place in the Guinness Book of World Records as the 
longest winter torch relay preceding the Games.  The eventful relay took the Olympic flame not 
only to the Peak of Mount Elbrus – where bright sun shone on the relay team as they traversed the 
picturesque snow covered mountains, it also travelled to the International Space Centre, the bed 
of Lake Baikal and passed through a total of 2900 Russian Cities en-route.

The relay started on 7th October 2013, with a staggering fourteen thousand torchbearers carrying 
the Olympic flame a total of 65,000 kilometres.  The last 16.4km were around the city of Grozny, 
capital of the Chechen Republic, culminating with a ceremony at the “Akhmat-Arena”. 

Akhmat Arena’s terratile® turf 
protection system [from 
Terraplas] arrived just in time 
for them to use around 
1400m² to create a pathway 
across the stadium pitch to 
the stage, with standing 
areas for camera and sound 
equipment plus a protective 
pad on which they built the 
stage to welcome the 
Olympic flame.

Case Study: Akhmat Arena, Chechen Republic



No matter the climate, location 
or event

Terraplas has 
the Ultimate Solution!

Terraplas’ No.1 priority is to supply turf 
protection systems and temporary 
roadways that enable stadiums to 

achieve maximum 
Return on Investment.  

This is accomplished by delivering the 
finest products, that allow fast 
turnaround from grass field to 

alternative surface, and back again, 
all while maintaining a top-quality 

playing surface.

Checkers-Safety Group UK Ltd t/a Terraplas

The Barn, Hall Farm House, High Street, 
Castle Donington. Derby. DE74 2PP.  UK.

T: +44 (0)1332 812813       E: terraplas@checkers-safety.com
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